CBSE/CE/2021/ Dated: 17.03.2021

To

All the Principals/Heads of Institutions
Affiliated Schools, CBSE

Subject: **Conduct of Practical by schools in 03 shifts-reg**

Madam/Sir,

A request has been made to CBSE by some schools conducting practical to allow them to conduct practical in 03 shifts instead of 02 shifts, if the school so desires. This will help in early conduct of practical and ensure more availability of time of students for preparations for the examinations.

Keeping in view the requests received, CBSE has decided to permit schools to conduct practical up to 03 shifts in a day.

Rest of the conditions for conduct of practical will remain the same.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

(DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ)
Controller of Examinations